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Our adjustments to the heating stove are working great. Derek, Val, and I all had a good 
nights sleep. Unfortunately, it wasn’t the best of weather when we awoke. There were 
high winds and the visibility was low. It was also cold and not just because of the wind.  

There were very few activities taking place in the camp during the morning. Only the 
most pressing jobs were taken on. Most people took advantage of the down time to try 
and refresh themselves. Aside from my small group, most of the people in camp have 
been here for what probably seems like a long time. Rest is needed now and then.  

After lunch there was a short period of improved conditions and we were able to deploy 
the three remaining Freewave radio coolers. It took most of the afternoon to deploy the 
coolers because the weather conditions were highly variable and we returned to camp 
after the second of the three had been installed. The camp was disappearing from view at 
a 1-km distance, so for safety sake we decided to wait. When this deployment was 
finished, the entire modem field was completed.   

 

Alex Forrest working at the AUV control station.  

At this point we were able to test out the modem field and set the power levels to ensure 
good communications with minimal battery energy usage. We also collected all the inter-
modem ranges, which when combined with the GPS positions of everything lets us 



produce an optimized estimate of each modem’s position. This increases the accuracy of 
our short-range acoustic underwater navigation.  

Derek continued his set up of the AHLS system in the vehicle and when he headed for 
bed, the system was up and running. We were able to localize the vehicle in the 
deployment hole.  

The hydrographers completed the setup of two more 
tents today. One of them is for additional toilets. 
With a growing number of campers expected soon, 
the facilities required expansion. The other tent is 
for additional accommodations.  

The AUV is now essentially ready to start test runs 
in the local area. The inertial navigation system has 
been aligned and tested. The underwater battery 
charging system has been successfully tested. All 
the vehicle systems are pretty much ready, except 
for a ground fault on a pump control. The vehicle 
will be raised and opened again to examine the 
cause of this fault. About the only remaining system 
to test is the Long-Range Acoustic Beacon (LRAB).  

The LRAB consists of a set of underwater sound 
sources. We call these sources, projectors. The 
projectors emit a continuous tone at a specific 
frequency. The AUV has an acoustic receiving array 
built into the nose cone section that listens for the 
projector tone. The AHLS uses the acoustic array to 

estimate the horizontal and vertical arrival angles of the predominant sound signal from 
the projector. Using the direction estimates provided by AHLS, the vehicle control 
computer can direct the vehicle towards the projector, which is positioned at an important 
location such as the recovery hole for the AUV. This capability is really important for the 
vehicle to be able to find the drifting remote camp. Remember, we aren’t in 
communication with the AUV for most of a mission. Missions are up to three days long 
and during that time the remote camp and the vehicle charging station are drifting away 
from the point where the AUV was launched.   

During a mission the remote camp could easily drift 25 km or more from the launch 
point. We have tested the LRAB/AHLS system out to 35 km and expect it to work to at 
least 50 km range. It may work to twice that range, but we’ll have to wait and see.  

Our biggest problem is definitely the weather. It has been several days since an aircraft 
was able to get in to the camp. If we are socked in, Resolute is clear. If Resolute is socked 
in, then we are clear. The only other seemingly allowable condition is that both Resolute 
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and the camp are socked in! The idea of Resolute and 
the camp both being clear does not appear to have 
occurred to Mother Nature.  

When the weather clears we expect a busy day at our 
two runways. I may not have mentioned this 
previously, but we have a snow ski-way where the 
Twin Otters and DC3’s prefer to land. The ski-way 
ramp terminates just beside the AUV tent. We also 
have a 3000-ft long snow-cleared ice runway where 
the Buffalo lands. Landing on it feels just like coming 
in at a normal airport! The nearest point of the ice 
runway is about 500 m from the camp. Eventually, 
we will have three helicopter landing pads. I’m not 
yet sure where they will be placed.  

We are hoping for a slew of supplies for the camp, a 
bunch of people, and, perhaps most important, the 
ROV (Remotely Operated Vehicle). The ROV is very 
important because it is used to grab the AUV at the 
end of a mission. Without the ROV we don’t have a 
means of returning the AUV to the recovery hole.  It 
is theoretically possible that AHLS could do this, but 
no one is expecting it to work quite that well. Realistically, we will be happy with the 
AUV up against the ice within a couple of hundred metres of the recovery hole.   

That’s all for now! 
Garry J. Heard   

Corrections from Previous Journals  

No corrections yet.  

Sean Spears is the DRDC 
main point of contact with the 

camp manager. 


